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REEL I 
8TTCIAM PROLOGUE 
/Sound Montage/ 
Black screen. 
Sound effects of water lapping against tha alda of a boat mixed 
with aaall waves breaking against the shore. 
Female voice (soft, almost a whisper): 
Thank yon 
(The speaker is young. Rer naivete has been tempered by some troubled 
times.    Nonetheless she has an optimise which leads har toward the 
possibility of better times in the futura. She is neither happy nor sad, 
neither anticipating nor regretful. Tha speaker is THE GIRL.) 
Mela voice (deep,  tremulous): 
This is as far as I take you. 
(The male voice reflects age and experience.    One cannot be sure that 
he   is  not  Charon.) 
The screen darkness is ambiguous.    Sound effects of the lapping 
water against a boat followed by a soft grunt as the boat Is pushed off 
from the shore. With one pull of the motor rope, the chugging cough of 
the motor intrudes as the engine catches and starts.    The motor strains 
slightly;  it is in reverse, backing away from the shore. 
The sounds change to those of shifting gears, from reverse to 
forward;  the boat is out deeper and farther away.    The motor, building 
to full power, grows faint as it moves away from tha shore. The sound 
.. 
of the  lap and  swish of   the waves against the  shore grows sort prominent 
as  the  sound of  the motor dims  In  the dlstsnce.    Gradually fade In mix 
of other  seashore sounds:  wind blowing,  sea birds caw snd chatter* 
As  simple  title, A SHACKLE70RD VISION,  fades  in on  the otherwise 
still  black  screen,  we gradually begin  to hear the  sound of  feet walking 
through the soft waves breaking on  the shore.    xhe  first few steps are 
tentatIre,  unsure. 
Introduction of musical theme:  "The Ballad of Shackleford." (While 
this music initially (i.e. during Reels I snd II) will be played on 
simple  instruments—Including  dulcimer,  recorder ensemble and jews harp--, 
it contains the harmonics and complexities which can support a full 
orchestra.) 
REEL XX 
REALITT IN BMf 
/Sequence  In black  and whit*/ 
(Faet fade  lot   24 fruMi) 
1 Cloa* shot. Tracking.    TUB GIRL'* bar* feat. 
They step away from the camera through waves gently lapping the 
•hora.    Caaera begin*  following.     Her  feet ara In  lower  left  corner 
of   the   frame. 
(Filling tha oppoeite aide of  the  frame  Is an ethereal  FIGURE: 
black  robe,  white  face.     Because of  the robe,  hood,  and makeup,  the 
•ex of the FIGURE la ambiguous.    It could aa eaally be the sale apeaker 
from the Stygian Prologue as a part of THE GIRL', psyche.    The FIGURE'S 
presence Is never acknowledged by THE GIRL even though It appears 
at aeveral times during the film.) 
As the wake of the boat reaches the shore, the feet turn toward 
the open water and stop. 
2 (Cut to) Close shot.    THE GIRL', right hand. 
She finishes waving goodbye. 
VI 
3 (Cut  to)   Medium shot. 
THE GIRL'S hand and mtu come down slowly.    She begins turn to 
right.    Mo dress or other identifying element has yet been shown. 
4 (Cut to) Cloee shot.    THE GIRL* a  feet. 
She turn* and and walka the laat foot or two to tha drier, yet 
•till moist,  aand on tha edge of tha ahora. 
5 (Cut to) Cloaa ahot.    Tracking. THE GIRL'a faat.    New angla. 
THE GIRL walka along the ahora, the water to her left,  the 
interior of the leland to her right. (Thla ahot la alailar in composition 
and pace to ahot # 1 but without the mysterious FIGURE.) 
(Unleaa otherwlae noted THE GIRL walka in a northerly direction. 
The Interior of the island la in an eaeterly direction.    She—in the 
boat—cane from the mainland which la to the weat of the leland.) 
Occasionally THE GIRL breake away from the  shoreline  to wade 
through a shallow tide pool.    xhe camera  trucks  along  the while, alwaya 
staying cloae enough to aaaure that the only  image on  screen  la  that of 
her feet.    Ho attempt ie made to ahow her clothing or any feature of the 
island.    Prominent sounds under the continuing ballad are the lapping 
water agalnat the ahora and the aplaah of her feet through the email 
wavea.     She stops  walking  In a tide pool and begins  to  turn around 
clockwise while the camera  revolves  around her  In a counter-clockwiaa 
direction.    She ahowa some anticipation aa aha epln* around.    The tide 
pool becomes clouded with the aand dleturbed by her feet.    After two 
rather  alow rerolutiona,  aha etope.     She facea  in  the aame direction 
aa aha waa at the beginning of thla ahot. 
6        (Cut to) Extreme cloae ahot.    THE GIRL'a feet. 
They move out of the pool onto the dry land.    They feel the 
textural  changes made by  the  sand as  ehe novti  from Moisture to dryneea. 
7        (Cut  to)    Medium shot.    THE GIRL'a feet and  lower  leg*. 
Her feet, facing the Interior of the Island,  turn and face north. 
She has seen something.    She begins running! the camera begins 
trucking.     Both THE GIRL  and  the camera stop abruptly next to a 
half-burled conch shell. 
8        (Cut to)    Close shot.    THE GlRl's feet. 
The sand-covered conch is on right side of frame.    THE CIRL's hand 
enters  frame and picks up the conch.     In wresting  It frosi the sand she 
discovers  that  It  is  Imperfect,  broken,   Incomplete.    The hand brings 
the shell up and out of  frame. 
10      (Cut to)    Close shot.    Conch shell. 
THE GIRL holds  the shell  In the air with the open section of  the 
shell  facing  the camera.     Her hand brings  the shell  toward  the camera 
In to an Extreme close shot that goes out of focus.    The view Is an 
ear'a-eyc-vlew of the bell of the broken conch shell.    Sound-of-the-sea- 
conch-shell noises and background sounds of water lapping the shore, 
continue  the while. 
11       (Cut  to)     Close  shot. 
The conch  is being  pulled away from camera.    The point of 
▼lew has shifted slightly.    It U now a wholely subjective camera 
seen from the point of view of the girl.    The conch moves omt of 
focus,   the  eye rorei down  to the sand.    At THE GIRL1* foot la a 
missing ploco of the conch.    The conch waa whole whan it reached the 
shore.     It now  la  fragmentary. 
12      (Cut to)    Cloaa ahot.    THE GIRL'a hand. 
THE GIRL reaches down and  picka up  the missing  place of  the 
conch.     It breaka  Into  two plocee.    THE GIRL  trloa  to put the 
piecea   together.     The nova  Into  place with difficulty but finally 
atlck  together.    The ragged edges  lock.    Then aha plcka up the mended 
fragment and gently  sticks  It  Into  Its  place  In the broken shell 
body. 
13      (Diaaolve  to Long ahot which dissolves  Into)    Medium ahot.    THE GIRL. 
Camera  In water.     She facaa  Inland.    THE GIRL1a back  la  to the 
camera.     (This   is   the flrat view of all of THE GIRL.) 
THE GIRL dropa the conch «nd begins  to move  to her  left (I.e.  north). 
She has  noticed  something. 
14      (Cut to)    Cloaa ahot.   Tilt down. 
Tho conch hlte the aand.    The eholl breaka Into several places. 
THE GIRL'a foat move acroae tho ehall.    After a moment's  pause on the 
ahall  the camera  tllte up,  THE GIRL  la running away froai the camera; 
It rooms back enough to bring THE GIRL completely In frame.    She stops 
running and baglna  to walk.    THE GIRL moves with conviction and grace, 
yot with little speed.    She la not atalklng anything, but la ready to 
do ao  If given tho chance.    She looka  to her right and notlcea eomothlng. 
she novel in that direction (HMB).    The camera follow her.    THE 
GIRL's face !• partially scan but her features are indistinct. 
15 (Cut to)    Medium shot,  different angle.     Subjective,  THE 
GIRL's  point of view. 
Camera neves  smoothly,  reinforcing  the gracefulness of THE 
GIRL's walk.    THE GIRL  stop.. 
16 (Cut to)    Medium shot. 
▲ flock of sandpipers are scurrying around at the edge of the 
water.    Occasionally they stop and peck in the send. 
17 (Dissolve to)    Close shot. 
Three sandpipers.    They are still, waiting. 
18 (Dissolve to)    Extreme close shot. 
Two pairs of sandpiper feet and legs.    They scurry and stop. 
(These dissolves do not   indicate a  time or space transition as 
cinematic dissolves "normally" do.     Instead  they  serve the function of 
a room which shows the narrowing,   specialising,  individualising of 
THE GIRL's  perception as she looks at  the birds.) 
Camera pans and sooms to sn Extreme close shot of the bills of 
these pipers pecking in the eand. 
19       (Cut to)    Cloee shot.     THE GIRL's face. 
She cocks her head  to  the left. 
20      (Cut to)  Extreme clo»e  shot.     Sandpiper*1   bill*.  (Contlnutatlon 
of  shot #  18) 
Camera pans  back  to one pair of  sandpiper feet* 
21       (Cut to) Long shot.    THE GIRL. 
She watches  the pipers which are out of  fr 
body assuaes a  lightness. 
Gradually her 
22 (Cut to) Medium shot.     THE GIRL. New angle. 
She  hunches over  and novas up on her toes  In an attempt  to 
Imitate  the pipers.    She pecks around,  moves  away frost then toward 
the water. 
(In  this dance of   the pipers THE GIRL  Is not trying  to  Imitate 
the movement of  the birds but to abatract It,   to distill  its  esssnce.) 
The camera follows her movements,  panning and  trucking when 
necessary to keep her  in frame.    In forefraae the superimposed blrde 
can be seen.    THE GIRL'a arms remain close to her body. 
As she relaxes her body and becomes at one with the movements 
of the pipers, she assumes a kind of comic Chapllnesque grace, she 
careens about,  always on  the brink of  falling,  but never doing so. 
23 (Cut to) Medium shot.    Tilt up.    Sandpipers'  point of view. 
THE GIRL,  dancing,  comes  toward  ths camera. 
24      (Cut to) Medium shot.    Tilt down.    Pipers from GISL's point of 
view.    Reverse of shot * 23. 
The sandpipers stop running, they look toward camera (I.e. THE 
GIRL) for an Instant; than fly off to right out of frame. THE GIRL 
has frightened then off. 
25 (Cut to) Medina shot.  THE GIRL.    New angle. 
She Is still aaklng her sandpiper run. 
26 (Cut to) Medium shot.    Sandpipers flying over water. 
They move from left  to right.     In a brief superlmposltlon their 
erratic wing bursts blend with an awkward flying,  gliding flock of 
pelicans flying  In the same direction.    Fade out of sandpiper  Image, 
leaving just  the pelicans  flying from left  to right. 
27 (Cut to)  Medium shot.    THE GIRL.   (Continuation of  shot # 25) 
She has  seen  the pelicans.    Moving quickly  Into a new role she 
thrusts out her chin,  contorts her body as  she cocks her arms  Into 
her armpits—her elbows outstretched—and glides down the beach: grace 
In ugliness. 
28 (Cut to) Medium shot.     THE GIRL. 
As her pelican eelf  she comes  toward camera. 
29 (Cut  to) Medium shot.     Flock of gulls and terns. 
The movement of  these birds  Is circling,  gliding,  smooth,  effortless. 
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30 (Cut  to)  Msdium shot.     THE GIRL.  (Continuation of  shot # 28) 
She stops abruptly, her attention caught by the pattern and grace 
of tha gulls and terns. With only a moment's pauaa aha throws out har 
arms,  soara up on  tiptoe,   atratchad out to har body'a  extreme. 
31 (Cut   to)   Medium  shot.   New angle.   THE GIRL. 
THE GIRL  reaches up and  releases har hair.     It folds againat har 
face aa aha turns har haad.    Sha glides about, apandlng aa much time aa 
possible  in  tha air.     In joining with tha flight of gulls  and  terns 
sha triaa to gat aa far away from tha sand and shoreline aa possible. 
Har faca cannot ba aaen,  but aha  is obviously happy. 
32 (Cut  to) Medium shot.    Culls  and  terns.     (Continuation of  shot # 29) 
33 (Cut to) Long  ehot. THE GIRL. Gull's point of view. 
Camera eya la from tha  perspective of one of  the gulls—though 
stationary.    THE GIRL  looks up toward  camera.    There ia a  smile on her 
face,  but,  before we have  tia»e to  aee her  long enough  to know much 
about her features, she stops suddenly and falla, crumpled into a 
heap.    Then she throwa  heraelf back on  the aand. 
34       (Dissolve to)  Close ahot.    THE GIRL'e body. 
Her body fills the frame as aha lies back on the aand.    Spread- 
eagled she is become a starfish, her ana, lega and hair form the five 
starfish  lega. 
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35       (Dissolve  to)  Cloea shot.    THE GIRL',  face.    The cutr* above THE GIRL. 
The camera remain* mercilessly on her face.    Although ahe la not 
aad,  the ealle la gone from her face end her eye* slowly fill with 
tear-llquld    overflowing  their ekln-dsamid eye reservoir  and elide down 
her teaiplea leaving gllatenlng track*.    We watch,   learning whet we can 
from perfectlona and ImperfectIona in her face.    Only the occasional 
dilation of her noetrlla and the welling teara keep this  shot from appear- 
ing to be e freeze frame or photographic still. 
Nonetheless we notice something  Inward  that THE GIRL  la undergoing: 
e aubtle change  in her self,  e reassessment of end redirection  toward 
those goala ahe would  seek. 
(Technical  note:  This  shot  la done  In extreme alow motion—64 
frames  or more per  second—and  changes  In THE GIRL'a character would 
appear  to  take e much longer  time then normal.) 
An alien wind sound aterta aoftly at the beginning of the ehot 
end growa In intensity throughout the ahot. It never doea gain the 
atrength to become enything like a roer. 
36      (Cut to) Medium cloee ahot.    THE GIRL. Camera on ground. 
(Thla  ahot  la  the  same  action aa  found  In ahota # 33 and 34 
picking up from when THE GIRL atopa end fella to the sand.    Aa ahe goea 
Into the heep the Image of her body la froaen for e long moment. 
During  thla time there  la euperlmpoaed the ghoatly flguree of  seven 
girls who rlae Indlvlduelly from the heap that la THE GIRL'a body and 
move .way from It, dl.eppeering off frama.    Their face, ere not -asked, 
but cowered In auch a way ea to make them unrecognlaeble ea being or 
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not being THE GIRL. 
The allan wind aound oases for the duration of thla ahot. 
THE GIRL  falls  back on tha aand and moves   Into  starfish  position.) 
37 (Dissolva  to) Cloaa ahot.     THE GIRL'a  face. 
(Continuation of ahot * 35) 
38 (Cut to)  Medium ahot.    THE GIRL. 
Camera  placement   la   similar   to  ahot #  29 but moved   In 90*   arc 
around THE GIRL.     She  alta up,   listens.    Tha wind sound haa begun again. 
With confidence and  sureness of action aha stands and  turns  toward tha 
Interior of  the  Island.     she recalls her reasons for being on  the  Island. 
She haa a taak to complete. 
39 (Cut  to)  Medium  ahot.      THE GIRL. 
She mores  diagonally  across  the frame  from left  to right. 
40 (Cut to) Medium ahot.    THE GIRL.     Reverae of ahot # 39. 
THE GIRL  stands  erect,  determined,  almost proud,  aa  aha moves  across 
the aand. 
41 (Cut to)    Medium ahot.    Camera on ground.    Tilt up. 
THE GIRL crosses  frame from left  to right. 
42       (Cut to) Medium ahot. Aerial ahot. 
THE GIRL movee across frame from left to right* 
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43 (Cut  to)   Close   shot.     THE  GIRL'a   fact. 
Camera  follows  her   the   while.     As   ah* moves   and  becomes  more   animated 
we are  aware that she is not the  same person we had been forced to  study 
objectively In shot t 35.    There are slowly growing pulsating lights 
shining on her face.    She moves  In  the direction of  the lights. 
44 (Cut to)  Medium shot.     Camera behind THE GIRL. 
She moves  toward a bank of dunes.    The pulsating lights  emanate 
from behind  the dunes.     The mood  Is changed.    Dissonant electronic saislc 
builds a false tension.    xhe GIRL seems to be a sacrificial victim going 
to  some horrible monster  laired behind  the dunes.     Camera  tracks and 
rooms  In on THE GIRL catching up with her so she  Is  In full  fraae as she 
moves to top of dune. 
45      (Cut to) Close shot.    THE GIRL's face. 
She looks out across  the  top of  the dune to what Is beyond.    The 
pulsating  lights and electronic smjslc  sounds continue,  growing In 
intensity.    THE GIRL evidences no surprise.    Her eyes begin to pen— 
move to left end then s»ve  to right—as she surveys what is ahead of 
her,  below her,  behind  the dune. 
14 
REEL III 
THE VALLEY: REALITY REVISIONED 
/All shot* in color unless otherwise indicated/ 
1 (Cut to)  Extreme  long shot. Tilt down. Pen froa left to right. The 
Valley. 
At elx of the trees in the Valley are girls dressed slaply in bright 
hues:  blue, violet, green, orange, yellow, and red.    A seventh girl is 
dreesed ee Pierrette in white-face with red cheeks. 
As THE GIRL'S  eye (the camera)   passes over each tree station,  the 
girl et eech steree et THE GIRL. 
2 (Cut to)   (BLACK AMD WHITE)  Close shot.    THE GIRL's face.  (Contin- 
uation of ehot #45, Reel II) 
Camera pulls beck froa THE GIRL's face, asking  that  Image smaller 
In  the frame.     The robed and hodded FIGURE froa shot # 1, Reel  II, 
eppeare et left of  fraae. 
THE GIRL turns  toward her  left and begins  to aove ecross  the top 
of  the dune. 
3 (Cut to)  (BLACK AND WHITE) Mediua shot. Tilt up froa the floor 
of  the Valley.    THE GIRL. 
She -ore. ewkwerdly through the shifting sands as she coaes 
diagonally down  the dune.    She  Is not concerned with whet  is  in the 
Valley, but with her progress down the duneslde. 
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4 (Cut to)   (BLACK AND WHITE) Close  shot.     THE GIRL's face. 
Sane composition as  shot # 2. 
5 (Cut to)   (BLACK AMD WHITE) Hodlua shot.    THE GIRL. 
She has reached the bottom of the dune.    She stop* and begin* to 
look out into the Valley.    The pulsations continue. 
6 (Cut to)  Medium shot.  Subjective,  THE CIKL'e point of view. 
Pan part of the Valley.    Caaara stops at cloaest tree.    Ho one 
is standing at  it. 
7 (Cut to)  (BLACK AND WHITE) Medium shot.    THE GIRL. 
She aoves toward this tree.    Her expression is expectant.    As she 
reaches this tree she reaches out to touch it.   As she touches it every- 
thing Instantly turns to color. (The remainder of Reel III is in color.) 
Her red dress contrasts with the color-less starkness of color that is 
the tree,  the sand, the sky. 
8 (Cut to) Medium shot.    The Valley. 
Again a subjective survey of  the Valley by THE GIRL.    As  she looks 
at the various  stations  she begins moving toward Station # 1 (Doll  house), 
rrom behind each tree moves an accusing finger moving to point at THE 
GIRL.    The motions made are not beckonings, but mocking, accusing.    At 
At several of the stations are faces, hands.    They shake and nod slowly- 
ambivalent comments from her peers. 
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9 (Cut  to)   Medium shot. 
THE GIRL*a view aovti downward to the ••nd.    She aplea eome 
dapraaaiona in the aand.    They look much Ilka caved-ln footprint*.    Aa 
aha follow*   them  they  reach the adga of ona of   the  email  (6-10 faat 
across)   pools   that  pockmark   the   Valley. 
10 (Cut  to)   Medium  shot.     Footprint*. 
Aa  the  print*  reach the moleter,   firmer  aand near  the pool  they 
aaaume more of  the  shape of a footprint.    Even aa they go into the 
pool-water they retain the crlapneaa of a moist-sand footprint. 
11 (Cut  to)   Medium close   shot.     Footprints. 
Pan of aeveral prints going underwater.    They atop abruptly. 
Hold ahot for a couple of seconds. 
12 (Cut to)  Medium cloae ahot.    THE GIRL's face and upper body. 
A perplexed look on her face.    She reallxee that who/whatever 
nude  theae prlnta could neither have Jumped nor retreated fro* the 
pool without making it noticeable. 
13 (Cut to) Medium cloae ahot. Subjective pan around the edge of pool. 
Nothing  ia discovered. 
14 (Cut to) Medium cloae ahot.    Footprinte.    Another angle. 
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15       (Cut to) Close shot.    Th« GIRL's face. 
Continuation  of  shot # 12*     She whisper*:   Where? 
16      (Cat to) Long shot.    THE GIRL fron point of view of Station # 1. 
THE GIRL  looks up fro* pool  and toward camera.    Sha begins Moving 
toward camera. 
17      (Cut to)  Medium shot.    THE GIRL from point of  view of Station # 1* 
Tilt up. 
As she draws closer sha stops, begins to sails.    Then with happy 
sails she moves  faster  towasd caeera. 
18      (Cut to) Close shot. THE GIRL from point of view of Station # 1. 
More  tilt up. 
As shs draws closs and looks into camera, her face distorts— 
optically through uss of wide angle lens. 
THE GIRL goes to her knses. 
19 (Cut to) Close shot.    THE GIRL's point of view. 
At station # 1 is a doll house—scale about ona-sixth.    Caaera 
pan. and tilts, looking at several rooas.    They ere happy rooas-kitchen, 
den with TV, young girl's bedrooa-conteaporary but non-dsscript. 
20 (Cut to) Close shot.    THE GIRL'S facs and upper body. 
She sail...    Pull back to Media, .hot.    THE GIRL rsache. towerd 
doll house, -ake. so- change, in doll furniture.    Sound, of becon 
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frying, happy genuine  laughter. 
21 (Cut  to)  Close shot.    THE GIRL's point of view. 
Doll  house  bedroom. 
22 (Cat to)  Clo§e shot.    THE GIRL'i  face. 
The   amile   la  gone. 
23 (Cut to) Extreme cloee shot.    Bedroom fro* GIRL's point of view. 
As bed comet  into frame we see a nude Barbie doll  aeated on edge of 
bed.    Her eras  and hands are back on the bed  forming a  support for her 
weight.     Her head Is  thrown back. 
Ca»era tilts down her body. 
Ken, also nude,   Is kneeling on the floor at the edge of the bed with 
his face In Barbie's lap. 
The abrasive,  demanding,  tinny sound of Barbie's  laughter clouds 
the sound track and continues Into next shot. 
24      (Cut to) Media, shot.    Fro. other side of doll house. Tree In free*. 
As THE GIRL stands up, she gasps slightly and turns away.    Behind 
her Is a toybox.    Against the toybox are seated three Raggedy Annes.    They 
are In the traditional monkey posturesi one has hands ower eyes, the 
second has hands ower mouth, and the third has hands over ears. 
Camera  tracks forward  to frame this tableau for a moment,  then 
tilts up to see the top portion of a larger sis. Raggedy Andy which ie 
peeking  from over the back of  the  toybox. 
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25 (Cut  to)  Medlvui shot.     THE GIRL.   Different  angle. 
She   looks  at   toy box.     Annea   are   still   there,   but Andy   la   Rone.  THE 
GIRL aoves  toward Station # 2. 
26 (Cut to) Medium ahot.    New angle.    THE GIRL. 
THE GIRL etopa. In deep focus we see, running from behind a tree 
In the upper left of the fraise, a young girl, age about thirteen. Her 
run la awkward.    She la crying. 
27 (Cut to) Medium shot. 
The young girl runs across the sand.    Her cries grow sore audible. 
She runs  toward a man at lower right of frame.    He  la dreaaed  In a ault, 
conservative but cartel.    He la In his early thtrtlee. 
His voice over: Come to Daddy. 
He opena his arms to gather her up. 
28 (Cut to) Medium shot.  THE GIRL.    New angle. 
THE GIRL  says, Daddy. 
She covers her face with her hands.   After a short pauae ahe removes 
her hands from her eyes. 
29      (Cut to) Close shot.    THE GIRL'e face. 
She has a hurt look, but this passes as she turns almost 270* and 
move. away.    The camera follows, panning to the left.    The camera frame 
continue, past the CDtL raking her to the right of frame.   A. tree for 
station # 2 come. Into left of frame GIRL stops.    The tree to the left 
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and THE GIRL  to  the  right fill oppoi of  the  ft 
30      (Cut to)  Medium  long  shot.    THE GIRL's point of view. 
The   tree at Station # 2  has   peculiarly  placed  Stubs  of   former 
limbs giving It the look of a truncated cross. 
(In this  long,  continuous,  subjective tracking shot,   the camera 
explores the various objects and situations surrounding the tree.    At 
sach of the objects the eve stops for a moment, occasionally rooming 
In for a closer  look,   then pulling back.) 
Table with carved Inscription around the edge.    THE GIRL reads, 
"They that wait upon the Lord," but shs does not continue reading around 
the edge of  the  table. 
Behind e railing Is a young girl (about fIftssn or sixteen) dressed 
in hsr Sundey best.    A hymnal  In her hands, she sings, "Rock of Ages, 
cleft for mm," but we cannot hear her, we only sea her lips moving. 
She looks  at the man on the other  side of   the  railing.    He  Is  the choir 
director.    He Is conducting and souths, "Let me hide sqrself In thee." 
tte looks et her,  the hint of a smile on his fsce.    He winks. 
At a prayer stool Is a young nun, the skirt of her habit hiked 
up to reveal that she is wssring s chastity belt.    She wear a wedding 
band. 
31       (Cut to)  Medium close shot.    THE GIRL. 
As she move, away fro. Station * 2 her face is set In s neutrel 
expression.    C««r. dollies back bringing -or. of THE GIRL', body into 
fra 
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32 (Cut to) M«dlua shot.    New angle. 
A young Ban beckon■  to THE GIRL. 
33 (Cut to) Close shot.    THE GIRL. 
She   sails*   somewhat  softly,   weakly,   but  begins   to walk   toward   him. 
34 (Cut to)  Medina closs shot. 
Young man and  (another)  young girl,  both  In lats tssns,  embrace, 
then kiss gently,   shyly.    He whispers,   I lovs you. 
35      (Cut to) Closs shot. The young girl froa shot # 34. 
This young girl begins to answer:  I don't know. . . 
Camera begins to dolly back bringing mors of ths girl and boy Into 
frame.     They  srs  seated on a tombstone.    They kiss  briefly, 
.   .  .  how.    Ths girl  finishes  hsr  sentence. 
36      (Cut to)  Medium shot. Ths aan and young girl froa THE GIRL'S point 
of  view. 
Ths FIGURE rises  froa bshlnd  ths  toabstons and aovss sway out of 
fraae to  left. 
37      (Cut to) Medina shot.    New angle. 
THE GIRL dances forward, aorlng toward Station # 3 whsre e 
woman Is ssetsd, bare breastsd, nursing s bsby.   Caasr. dolllss slong, 
follows  ths OIRL.     The FIGURE appears near the nursing trss. 
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38       (Cut  to)  Medium ahot.   Different  angle. 
THE GIRL coma*  toward caaara.     Sha paen  at  the anther-child  tableau 
out of  fra 
39 (Cut to) Medium shot, closer.    Mother nursing. 
She looks down at the baby and awes har hand up to move part of 
the blanket that la covering the baby'a face,    her gentle rocking notions 
add to the security of her child.    The FIGURE Is gone. 
40 (Cut to) Medium shot. 
THE GIRL noves closer to  the mother and child and stops.    Sha 
ralsas hsr hand tentatively.    We cannot be sura whether ahe la hailing 
the anther or la trying to give warning. 
41 (Cut to) Extreme close shot.    Mothsr's face. 
It dletorts In anger and pain.    Mother screes*, Ho.JJo.    You're 
biting Ml 
42 (Cut to) Cloae  ahot.    Tilt down. 
Mother'e right arm llfta abruptly. 
43 (Cut to) Close shot 
Mother'e right arm with the baby swings up.    The baby croa.e. 
her left shoulder. 
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44 (Cat to) Extreme close shot. 
Mother's head and shoulders fill tha frame aa the baby coaplataa 
It upward  awing far bahlnd bar  left  ahoulder. 
45 (Cut to)    Cloaa ahot. 
She wwlnga tha baby downward agalnat tha traa trunk with violent 
fore*. 
46 (Cut to)  Extreme cloaa ahot. 
Mother's hood and  ahouldora £111  tha frame.     Her right arm now 
extend, over her right ahoulder in e different position from before.    It 
beglna a repetition of the downward ere. 
47 (Cut to) Extreme cloaa ahot. 
Mother  •creams,  You hurt met 
Her face,   In  savage grimace,  more,  acroaa  the free*. 
48 (Cut to) Cloae ahot. 
Mother bent forward. Her right en carrie. the baby In a awlft 
downward ere fro- above her right ahoulder.    Ag.in the baby fliee 
toward the tree. 
49 (Cut to) Cloee ahot. Tilt down. 
The beby —.he. eg.in.t the tr...    For tha f ir.t tin. w. ere 
aw.r-for aur.-thet the baby is,  U reality. . M*—** doll. Pie". 
of the doll fell to the ground. 
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JO      (Cut to) Bxtr«M close shot.   Mother's right hand and wrist. 
Attached to her wrist la one confining claw of a hand cuff.    xhe 
other claw,  a miniature claw,   la attached  to tha baby'a  right wrist. 
Tha baby'a arm and hand awing wildly in tha air, wrenched fro* the doll's 
body*    The socket at the end of the am glletene with blood and raw 
fleah. 
51      (Cut to) Close shot.    THE GIRL'a face. 
She  screams  in horror,  turns and begina  running away out of  fr 
to right. 
52 (Cut to) Long ehot.    Mother. 
She leana over, begin* picking up piecee of tha doll, trying to 
put the« together.    Swish pan to right. 
(As camera eye paaaes over the other atatlona It pauses briefly^ 
The camera finally stops on THE GIRL. 
Mother's woice over during the swish pan (cooing) That'a all right, 
Mother  loves you. 
53 (Cut to) Cloae shot.    THE GIRL's face. 
She say. Mother.    *he word a. said is flat,  -otlonleas, only a 
•tatenant. 
54      (Cut to)  Medium shot.    THE GIRL. 
She look, back toward the Mother,  shudder, for a -o~nt. cover. 
her face with her hand, and turn. «d begin, running in anothar 
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55 (Cat to) Medium long shot.    THE GIRL. 
She  stops running and after  • pause removes her hands from her  eyes. 
(During  this action we Dissolve  twice to THE GIRL's face  In close shot.) 
56 (Cut to)  Close shot.    Mow angle. 
THE GIRL begins to turn back to survey the Valley. 
57 (Cut to) Long shot. Panning.    THE GIRL's point of view. 
Tha landscape of the Valley Is now barren of all features except 
the natural ones of the Mysterious grotesque beauty of the trees. 
58      (Cut to) Clowe shot.    THE GIRL's  face. 
Froa the troubled horror of earlier shots she Is now relaxing. 
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REEL IV 
TO THE SEA 
1 (Cut to)    Medium shot.    THE GIRL. 
She come» over the crest of the dun* walking toward the camera. 
She remains dressed in red. 
2 (Cut to)    Close shot.    THE GIRL's face. 
Her eyes are no longer troubled.    Open, fresh, catching the 
sparkle of the sun,  they gaze seaward.    After a brief hesitation she 
makes a slight turn to the right and novas out of frame to the right. 
3 (Cut to)     Medium shot (as #1).    THE GIRL. 
THE GIRL walks down ths dune toward the sea.    Her hesitation is 
gone.    Finely, purposefully, ritualistically, she moves down the elope 
of the dune.    Her bare feet caress the now cool eand. 
4 (Cut  to)     Cloee ehot.    THE GIRL's face. 
She  smiles  and nods her head slowly.     She  is content. 
5        (Cut  to)     Medium shot. 
THE CIRL has reached  the foot of the dune where  the water has 
reached up, pecking and lew.ling out the sand.    The slope to the sea 
fro. here is vary slow, no -or. than • fraction of a degree.    THE GIRL 
reaches out her left leg and bring, her right foot to demi-pointe. 
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She executes a half pirouette. To complete her revolution she throws 
her body Into a turning Jump. Caaera dollies toward sea, keeping THE 
GIRL  In full frame  at about  the saa* position. 
6 (Cut  to)  Medium shot.    THE GIRL. 
She doas slow motion pirouette.    Her dress flows out full as she 
turns. 
7 (Cut to) Long shot. Fro* angle at rear; deep focus to saa. 
THE GIRL mores diagonally across frame.    The sea has a morning- 
mirror stillness, only the softest ripples nipping at the shore. 
8 (Cut to) Medium shot. Tilt up. Subjective sea-eye-vlew. 
THE GIRL,  in distance, walks toward the sea (i.e. camera). 
9 (Cut  to)  Medium close shot. 
THE GIRL moves across  frame,  stops for a moment  to uncover a 
shell half buried in the sand.    With her foot she edgee it out from 
the sand. 
10 (Cut to) Close shot.    THE GIRL'S  foot. 
She turns over shall.    It Is a conch, whole, complete. 
11     (Cut to) Medium close shot. 
THE GIRL reaches a. if to pick up the conch.    But she stop, h.r 
hand. 
12 (Cut to) Close shot. 
THE GIRL'S head,   bent over and looking at the conch,   la 
raised*     She  give*  a  determined  •mile and walks  toward  the  lei. 
13 (Cut to)  Medium shot. 
THE GIRL  Is framed  from her  ankles  to just above  the top of her 
head.    She, sailing slightly, begins to unbutton her dress.    As she 
reaches the button at her walett 
14 (Cut to) Medium ehot. Reverse angle, but slightly closer to THE 
GIRL than # 13. 
15 (Dissolve to) Medium shot.    From angle at rear. 
THE GIRL has unbuttoned her dress and begins to remove it.    She 
continues moving toward the ocean.    The red dress, hsld aloft, floats 
behind her like a flapping cape.    It Is kept fro. collapsing only by 
the wind of her walking. 
16 (Dissolve to ) Medium shot.    Frontal view at angle. 
THE GIRL'a   Stride*  are   firm. 
/See shot 16a below/ 
17     (Dissolve to) Medium close shot. Reverse angle from # 16. 
THE GIRL- head  1. high,  some of her hair file. back. •"*•* ""* 
i_      j—^a>  it floats down behind 
by her motion forward.    THE GIRL drop, h.r drees;  It flo. 
her. 
18 (Dissolve  to)  Medium close  shot,   but closer. 
THE GIRL's upper  torso.     She moves,  her  shoulders down  In natural 
dancers'  position. 
19 (Dissolve to)  Close shot.    THE GIRL's shoulders end head. 
She stops  for • moment.     She  Is at  the edge of  the water. 
20 (Cut to)  Medium  long shot. THE GIRL. Camera out In water at angle. 
With a weak run THE GIRL enters  the sea.    The water,  glass smooth, 
offers no resistance,    km she goes deeper into the water she slows down 
and lengthens her strides.    She never looks down. 
21 (Cut to) Close shot, different angle.    THE GIRL's face. 
Her eyes are clear, her face radiant. 
22 (Cut to) Medium shot.    Continuation of shot # 20 at same angle. 
THE GIRL shudders as the water hits her stomach but the rhythm 
of her movement into the sea is not broken. 
23 (Cut to)  Close shot.    THE GIRL's  face. 
She is smiling. 
24 (Cut to) Medium close shot.   Continuation of shot # 22. s*~ »ngl. 
The water level ha. reached her breasts.    Shot continue, until tin 
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water coBci  to the base of her neck* 
25      (Cut to) Medium elose shot. 
THE GIRL heade atralght toward camera.    Her smile la aerene ae 
the water level cover* her chin and mouth.    Aa aha become* fully covered 
by the water  the camera move*  away,  up,  and  tilta down.     THE GIRL1 a hair 
•preada out and  become*  an underwater wake,   trailing behind her*     Her 
whole head  la underwater now:   still  aha) does not break  etrlde.    The 
camera  follows her movement for a while,   then atope moving.    Her heed, 
underwater,  alowly einka out of eight. 
N.B.    Shote # 16-25 are superimposed over the following ehot. 
16a    Medium shot. 
The camera la placed directly behind the GIRL.    It runs 
continuouely during  the whole  time that THE GIRL walka  toward  the 
aea and  enters  it.    The camera never movea or changes  positions.  The 
horlton doea not cut the frame in half:  Frame composition la aand, 
lower third; water, middle third; and eky, upper third.    *he eky la 
cloudleea.    Xhe aetione in ahote # 16-25 are matched exactly in ahot 
16a (e.g.  THE GIRL'a removal of her dreee  in ehot # 17 and her pauae 
at the edge of the aea in ahot # 19). 
Aa THE GIRL walka  toward  the aea (in color)  the lower part of 
the frame begin, filling up .lowly, flooding with black and white. 
Initially it la hiwdly noticed:  .end in color and .and In black and 
white are  aimllar.     *»t when THE GIRL  throw, down her red dree. 
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it enter* the black and whit* and becomes black.    Aa tha black and 
white works its way to the top of the franc during shot 16a,  the super- 
imposed shots (#16-25)  remain in color.    Tha black and white arc 
intrusive enough to affect the color overlays. 
As THE GIRL's head (end of shot # 25) sinks,  ths color fades 
out leaving a black and white composition with sand at bottom third 
of screen, water in middle third of screen and sky at top. The 
FIGURE dissolves into the scene and stands in partlsl profile at 
right edge of frame. 
The sun (in color) --through stop notion photography—rises 
faster than normally from the black-white horizon.    The sun becomes 
centered in the top third of frame.    Hold for several seconds. 
Fade out. 
After two second pause, fade in to simple roil credits on 
neutral  background. 
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NOTES TO A SHACKLEFORD VISION 
The preceding screenplay, while not properly a shooting script, Is 
a transcription of a projected film. Primarily It can be viewed as a dance, 
with the movements of THE GIRL choreographed  In a style that would reflect 
THE GIRL's change  In her understanding of  hsr self as she experiences and 
Interacts with the revelations  In the vision. 
THE GIRL 
THE GIRL  Is of aedlua height, SMdlua build, aedlua brown-blond hair. 
She la without distinction or prominence  In any of her features.  She wears 
a simple,  sleeveless, red shirtwaist dress.    Hsr hair Is long, tied back 
In a kind of childish, playfully bound pony tall.    Her lower body seems 
strangely angular.    Her narrow hips are not adequately concealed by the 
fullness of her dress. While THE GIRL Is not unattractive, neither Is she 
strikingly beautiful:  a new Glaconda.    Her face Is face, Just face. 
SETTING 
The Island, part of Shackleford Banks, Is a typical eaat coaat 
sand dune lalandx  desolate, flat, not many feet sbove sea level at Its 
highest point. Though It has few featurea but water, ssnd and sky,  It 
has an air of grace, fallen grace, about It. 
The Valley le a plain with a mlse en scene of opulent starkness 
such as found In a later Felllnl movie. Tern or more standing tree 
trunk, are scattered out over this beata —tied within the dun...    Som. 
•r. only three or four feet high, while other, ar. .lght to fn feet. 
The trunk, have been .erred on on. .Id. by a fir. and sun bleached to 
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a pallori«h  gray on  the other.     Small  pools of water pockaurk  the  lower 
portions of   the Valley. 
MUSIC 
As suggested above,  page 2,   the auslc will be simple, as befits the 
ssttlng. The snsic will not be continuous but will be used to reinforce 
the action,  the dance, the visuals. Full orchestration, electronic auslc, 
and small chamber ensemble will be used as appropriate to complement the 
mood. 
PROLOGUE TO THE BRIDE OF ABTDOS 
1 Black screen* Music  begins:   majestic,  full orchestration  but 
with decided Near Eastern harmonics.     Slow fade  In on a single bright 
evening star followed  by other dimmer  stars and planets.    We are look- 
ing east.    After the initial stillness of the first star or so, the 
remainder of  this star  sequence is not static.    The  stars e»ve  through 
the heavens from an evening  through a midnight  to a pre-dswn configurations 
a slowly-gathering-momentum swirl.    As dawn approaches, the speed of the 
swirl increases. 
2 The sun comes up.    Ae  it moves from the horizon  the sun grows 
smaller, becomes a circle, yet remains close to the horlson.    The 
camera begins  trucking  slowly  toward it while at the  same  time  rooming 
In on  it.     It  is now light enough to see  that the image of movement 
forward  is gaining speed.    We are moving east,  over  the sea. 
3 An abrupt stop, almost a free.e frame: the .un". brightneee is 
momentarily painful.     It sears,  but  Is clearly dlecernlbl. as - 
circle with its edge, pulsating.    (This "frees, freme" Lets but • 
moment.    The vl.ibl. int^n.1 movement of the sun, the pulsating, is 
not noticed at first.) 
4       Th. music build, to • minor pesk, then i. crisply dss*ed 
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(no echo or dying out);   the hollowne.a of  no-sound  la unsettling. 
At thla noaent  the camera,   In a headlong rush,  breaka free of any 
restraints  and careens  toward the  sun  circle.     It craahee  through 
the outer barrier of   the flat aurface of  the sun.     Precisely aa  the 
camera "enters"  the  searing   Image of  the aun,   there  la an  explosion 
(visually):     a peeling away,  beginning  In the center and moving out 
toward the edgea.    Thla"exploalon" la a 
WIPE. 
5 The aun becoeiee * roee™not red, but one of the lighter, paatel 
colora which could  be overexposed  (technically,  underexposed  to 
give a  lightness,  waahed-outneaa  to the  Image)  to give the  illusion 
of a  brlghtneaa  that  aubaldea quickly  enough for the audience to 
realize that  It la  a roee.     The  Image  fIlia  the whole acreen,  re- 
placing the  aun.    Thla  silent  sequence  la gradually Intruded upon 
by bird songs:     an awakening morning symphony  In rehearaal. 
6 The camera pulla  back  to reveal  the full  blossom and contlnuea 
pulling back  to ahow more bloaaome.    They are covered (but not 
"loaded")  with morning dew.    Many roae buda  (dew-lapped)  of v.rloua 
shades  and huea are  brought  Into  frame.    There are no white roaea. 
A. the camera contlnuea  to move back (phyalcally and optically) 
we dlacover  that we are In a roae garden,  empty of people. 
7 SUPERIMPOSED TITLE: The Bride of Abydoa. The title la written 
fro- right to left in a cur.lv. .crlpt that look. P.r.lan or Arabic; 
th. audience will not be able to "read" and und.r.t.nd the letter. 
until  the whole title  Is on the screen.    The morning nature aounda 
fade out and  there  la  a brief  period of  alienee aa  the title fadea 
out.    Theplcture of  the empty roae garden remain* ae  the  tambour 
•ounda:     a hollow boom,  boom,  boom. 
DISSOLVE,  moderately faat 
8 Long ehot of  tower.     Begin  trucking  toward  It.     Thle  tower  la 
the cloistered harem of Zulelka,  the daughter of Pasha Glaffir.    As 
we draw closer we note  three  sleeping guards at  the door.     They are 
Nubian eunuchs.     Sellm,  the young "son" of  the Paeha,  comes  Into 
frame from  the right and obaerves  the  sleeping guarda.    Quietly, 
not to disturb them,  he  takes out a key and opena  the door  to the 
tower.    As he enters  the  tower, one of  the guarda turns over but 
doea not awaken.     Pause on guarda  (Sellm out of  frame) before 
9 Cut to Sellm at door of Zulelka's chamber.    He knocks  lightly. 
There  is no  Immediate reaponee.    He hesitates,   then knocks  again. 
10      Cut  to  aeries montage of city waking up.    Long  shots  of 
minarets with sounds of momlng-pray.r.-to-Allah coming from them: 
soft,  clear,  crisp.     The market square.    Crowda are  forming to 
begin the day's cos—rce.    A. camera e.tabll.hes the atmosphere of 
the exotic  ...tern ba«..r w. also notice element, of  slavery,  violence 
and death.     On  the wall of  the Pasha's palace hang four h.adless 
bodies,  body-less head, beside them.    Six young women,  th.ir hand, 
tied behind  them,  are being led  through the msrk.t by .lav. soldi". 
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of the Pasha. As they s»ve through the crowd the day's trading pauees 
si people atop and silently atara. Occasionally an oldar awn or woman 
in the crowd  shakes  his  head,   though not in approbation. 
11 Cut to Sella and Zuleika  in tha  harem tower.    Thay ara holding 
handa;  happy.    Thay   tiptoe peat tha  still  sleeping guards.    Sails 
turns  and locks  the   tower door,    "e and Zulalka move away  toward tha 
cypress   groves   in   tha distance. 
DISSOLVE 
12 Salim and Zulalka antar the cypreaa grovea.   Thay are atlll holding 
handa.    We watch  them a moment.    Obviously  they are close friends,  but 
whether they are brother and alster, Juat friends, or lowers ia not 
clear.    Thie  aura of  ambiguity  is retained  throughout the Prologue. 
Although Zuleika and Sella are actually cousins,   she  thinks he  is her 
brother.    Nonetheless we are uneasily aware that their relationship 
seems  to be or would  become more then just a filial  friendship. 
As Sella and Zuleika nowe through the cypreas grova the camera 
bsglns to follow the.,   then stops at a place where a cypress and a 
■yrtle are growing together, alnost Intertwined. 
13 Cut to tower guarda.    Thay wake up, sleepily check the tower 
door, note that it 1. atlll locked.    They rale* and stretch. 
14 Cut to young wca-n seen earlier with their hands tied behind 
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then.    They and  their  guards  are on  the ehore. of  the Hellespont.  Nothing 
but the sound of wind and wavei.   Although It la not long aftar dawn,  the 
•un la  full  and bright  In the sky;  all raonanta of  the dawn—tha hese and 
dew—have burned off.     Each of  the women,   Individually,   la  lad  to a larga 
burlap bag.    Approaching frost tha distance  la a lona horae and rider. He 
seems to be galloping toward the place on the shore where the women and 
their guards are.    In turn each woman of the six Is placed In a bag 
which Is tied up and thrown into the morning clear, calm waters of tha 
aea.   None of the women protest.    They are quiescent, resigned. One 
of the women,   the youngest—she Is not isuch older than sixteen—sees the 
approaching horseman,    the hope of reacue flickers In her eyea:  ahe la 
bagged up.    Aa she Is thrown Into the water the horseman passes by. 
He waves;  tha executioners wave.    The horse does not stop. 
15      Cut to  Sellm and Zulelka  In cypress grove.    They are seated, 
reading from an illustrated book.    The pictures are of Intricate 
eastern design.    xhe unmistakable motif  Is iova and  It appears  that 
the story  Is  a poetic  rendering of  the  eastern  equivalent of Romeo and 
Juliet. 
16      Cut to Divan of Paaha Giafflr.    He  is in audience with several 
lesser  lords.    Pan  across background dwelling on the several  slaves 
that surround him.    Fro- time  to time he motion, to on. or another 
of them.    Cerm.oniou.ly the .u-moned slave kneels, receive, hi. order 
and backe out of  the presence of  the Pa.ha. 
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17 Cut back  to  Sell* and Zulelka.     He close*  the  book and look* up at 
her with a curious hesitant  twinkle.     Throwing hla haad back and laughing, 
ha stands up and pull* har up after hla.    In his enthusiasm,  Sello almost 
drags Zulelka  to a crest overlooking  the Hellespont.     They  stand looking 
out over the gently swelling water.    It looks deceptively calm, yet we 
recognise this as  the same place uaed for the executlon-drownlngs (#14 
above).    Still no words have been spoken by the pair* 
18 Cut to one of several groups of petitioners at Pasha's court. 
Three men move forward  to the throne,  bowing and scrsping  the while. 
Their spokesman tells Pasha of the discovery of a cave which Is being 
uaed as a hideaway and storehouss by a group of pirates.    (As hs describes 
the cache,  Intercut flashbsck footage of the discovery with ths present 
reactions of  the Pasha.    He grows very Interested.)     The Pasha beckons 
the petitioners closer. 
19 Cut to Sellm and Zulelka.    They are blissful, caring for little 
that is happening In the world except what Is happening to them. 
20 Cut to Pasha's court.    The cave discoverers back away from the  throne. 
Pasha 1. pleased.    He clap. hi. hand, thrice:  • soldier .lav. run. 
•ad kneel, at Pasha's feet.    The Pasha tsll. hi- to prepara the troops. 
By now the cave finders have moved out of the throne room.   A new 
group take, their place.    An Irate father and hi. prospective son-in-law 
are dragging a third, younger man to the throne.    The father tell. 
P.ah. that the third men ha. tried to stssl hi. daught.r.    Whll. the 
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whining .on-in-lew-to-be deaanda Justice, rewinding the Paths of the 
marriage contract he ha. algnad,   the third man vainly protean that ha 
loves  the daughter.   (We  are never aure what the daughter feela.) 
Without apeaking  the Pasha  turn*  to one of  the .lave, and motion, 
hie forward.    Thle alave carrlea a strung bow.    As he approaches the 
throne he takes the atrlng from the bow and begins winding one and of 
the string around  the  pa la of hia  left hand.    The  alave comes up bahlnd 
the third man, forcea him to hia kneea and begins making a loop with 
the bow string  around  the neck of  the hapless  lover.    The Pasha,  bored 
with theae matters and more  Interested  in preparing for  the night's 
attack on  the cave,  motions  the  slave and the  lover out of  the throne 
room to an adjoining chamber.    The executioner guides the doomed lover 
out of  the hall with the bow atrlng around hia neck. 
21     Cut to soldier alave that haa been told to prepare the troops 
In sequence #20.    He make, hia way through the market place on hie 
horae, beating away thoae who get In hia way.    Even though a alave, he 
la aware, senaitive,  and proud of hia uniform and the higher niche he 
has found for  himself  In  the alavery hierarchy. 
22 Cut to  Sell- and  Zuleika.    They have turned from the Helleapont 
vlata and ere In the shade seeking protection from the now hot sun. 
23 Cut to Peshe's court.    The execution.r-.lsve return, to th. thron. 
room and hold, up the lover', head.    The Part. nod. approval.   The father 
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«nd hit prospective son-in-law smile weakly and retreat from the Pasha's 
prssence. 
24 Cut to Salia and Zulaika.    They are seated: oblivious and obviously 
planning to stay awhile. 
25 Cut to mock  games.     The Pasha's Hoorish Mercenaries  and his Maaaluke 
slaves are playing at war and battle.    The festive air  la close to  that 
of the Romantic notions of Medieval Jousting  tournaments.    No one has an 
enelty; everything is beautifully efficient, choreographed to perfection. 
These games are almost a dally ritual which keeps the soldiers in 
prsparatlon for possible duty for their lord.    Camera picks out the 
horseaan from sequence #14 and follows him for a moment. 
Various contests  are going on.    One group is using the blunt 
jerreed; this relatively hamless Javelin is substituted for the military 
spear.    Another group is testing the sharpness of their scimitars by 
trying to cut through a piece of folded felt.    Sounds of horses thumping 
to a halt, cries and cheers issuing from places on the field. 
26 Cut to arrival of the soldier -law. at the games.    He proceed, through 
the troop, to the command tent.    He enter, it, come, to attention, and 
begins to deliver  the message  fro- the Pasha.    As he starts  to  talk 
w. heer in the dietanc. the -'boo-, boo." .ound of the t~bour indicating 
that it is noon.    The sound carries through the 
DISSOLVE,  fast 
1 
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27 to   Sella  and  Zulelka.     "Boom,   booa,"   the   sound  dies  out.     Salla, 
hearing  the  sound,   stands up  to bid a hasty departure.    He  la apologetic 
for having to leave but at the same time perplexed that the tine has gone 
to quickly.     Suggesting  that ahe return  to her  tower,  Sell* leavee 
Zulelka and heada toward the city. 
28 Cut to Pasha.    He node,   sleepy and bored.    Aa he  begins  to stand, 
the fawning ministers,   advlaera and  self-preservers fall back.    The 
Pasha* e attention la drawn to a new group that has Juet entered the hall 
and he eaeee himself back onto hie throne. 
The new group la dreaaed well  and carrlee  the air of  aloofness which 
separatee them from the remainder of thoee left In the hall.    In front 
of them la a ecurrylng alave messenger who le moving quickly to keep In 
front of them. 
It le a delegation from Oaman Caraeman.    The Paaha la pleaaed.   He 
waves  away  the panting alave and  looke down at  the delegation with 
disdainful favor.    They begin to give him a formal greeting. 
29     Cut to Sellm In the market place.    He la recogniaed and even hailed 
a. he move, through the crowd.    Camera track, with hi- •• he enter, the 
palace.    Guard, com. to attention a. he p......    «. ha. a Jaunty walk. 
Some of  the guard.  ..11. at him.  not dl.r..pectf»Uy.  but with no attempt 
at being eecr.tlv..    Sell- .nt.r. the Divan.    The delegation fro. 0.man 
Car..*™ 1. .till there.    Pa.h. a U- ««- • «*■*-" «- * '1Uht 
frown ripple, hi. brow.    A. Srii. draw, cloa.r the frown become, a -cowl- 
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30     Cut to Zulelka.    She la in her town absently leafing through a 
book. 
31     Cut to Pashe.    The delegation backa away from tha throne.    They 
•top near where Sella stands.    Their leader looks at hla, nods a 
perfunctory greeting.    Sella returns e broad aalle.   The Pasha'a 
roles cuts off further communication. 
PASHA: Let the chamber be clear' dl 
Aa the chamber beglna clearing out, Sella walke to the Pasha's 
throne. 
